PhD Defence

Cristiano Smaniutto
Department of Business Development and Technology

“The social imaginary of modern consumer disposal – A consumer culture theory study of disposal practices among consumers in Denmark”

Time and place:
Monday 12 December 2022, at 14.00 -17.00
Aarhus BSS in Herning, room 2126, Birk Centerpark 15, 7400 Herning.

Assessment committee:
Domen Bajde, professor, University of Southern Denmark
Henri Weijo, associate professor, Aalto University
Torben Andersen, associate professor, Aarhus University (chair)

Supervisor: Jean-Paul Peronard
Co-supervisor: Søren Askegaard

Reception:
After the PhD defence the department will host a reception in room 2126. For registration, please send an email to Janni Salomonsen janni@btech.au.dk. Deadline: Wednesday 7 December.

Everyone is welcome.